
KEEPING PACE WITH CONTINUOUSLY EVOLVING 
CYBERSECURITY PRACTICES
Information security trends, technologies and processes are continuously 

evolving, and organizations face the challenge of keeping pace with the latest 

threats from sophisticated adversaries. 

It is critical to measure how your organization's cybersecurity maturity compares 

against known best practices. The day-to-day burden placed on your security 

operations team makes it difficult to recognize and understand where your 

security program has gaps. 

HOLISTICALLY MATURE YOUR INFORMATION 
SECURITY PROGRAM
The CrowdStrike® Security Program in Depth assessment has been created to 

help your organization understand how to holistically mature your information 

security program to a level appropriate for your business risk. 

The assessment methodology has been developed based on many years 

of combined consultant and practitioner experience, in conjunction with 

CrowdStrike’s incident response (IR) and threat intelligence expertise, to provide 

you with an industry-leading approach that helps define your organization's 

information security program.

Align cybersecurity best practices to your 
organizational risk level

CrowdStrike Services

SECURITY PROGRAM 
IN DEPTH

KEY BENEFITS

Combines a wide aperture 
with detailed examination of 
key security functions

Highlights areas of greatest 
risk and builds the business 
case for improvements

Determines the current state 
of your security and provides 
guidance on achieving the 
desired future state

Provides a prioritized 
plan to reduce security 
risk by making impactful 
improvements



KEY CAPABILITIES 

ABOUT CROWDSTRIKE SERVICES
CrowdStrike Services delivers Incident Response, Technical Assessments, Training, and 

Advisory Services that help you prepare to defend against advanced threats, respond to 

widespread attacks, and enhance your cybersecurity practices and controls. 

We help our customers assess and enhance their cybersecurity posture, test their defenses 

against real-world attacks, respond to incidents, accelerate forensic investigations, and recover 

from a breach with speed and precision. Harnessing the power of our Security Cloud and the 

CrowdStrike Falcon® platform, we help you protect critical areas of enterprise risk and hunt for 

threats using adversary focused cyber threat intelligence to identify, track and prevent attacks 

from impacting your business and brand.

CrowdStrike: We stop breaches.

Learn more at www.crowdstrike.com/services/
Email: services@crowdstrike.com
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WHY CHOOSE 
CROWDSTRIKE 
SERVICES?

CrowdStrike has assisted 
countless organizations in 
assessing cybersecurity 
programs to address the 
specific factors that matter 
in today’s targeted threat 
landscape. 

Expertise: Unrivaled 
expertise and skills drawn 
from our experiences with 
security operations, IR, 
endpoint recovery and 
forensic analysis

Depth of analysis: Detailed 
analysis of findings with 
accurate and meaningful 
improvement plans and 
recommendations for 
enhancements

Methodology and 
approach: The CrowdStrike 
approach consists of 
interactive workshops that 
promote open dialogue to 
understand the strengths 
and opportunities for 
improvement.

The Security Program in Depth assessment 

is a broad, detailed approach to improving 

your organization’s information security 

capabilities and maturity in the areas of:

  Strategy and Governance

  Culture, Awareness and Training

  Risk and Compliance

  Identity Access and Management

  Asset and Vulnerability Management

  Disaster Recovery and Business 

Continuity

  Server and Endpoint Security

  Network Security

  Cloud Security

  Application and Database Security

  Cybersecurity Incident Response

  Threat Intelligence

The CrowdStrike Services team guides you 

through a detailed assessment that delivers:

  Engaging workshops: During interactive 

workshops, CrowdStrike experts gather 

information on your existing information 

security program and share best practices.

  In-depth reporting: You receive a detailed, 

tailored report based on the workshops, 

documentation analysis and follow-up 

discussions. The report highlights the 

areas of greatest risk and will help build 

the business case for improvements.

  Prioritized areas for improvement: 
A CrowdStrike assessment provides 

a prioritized plan to reduce your 

organization’s security risk with impactful 

improvements.

  CrowdStrike Falcon® platform 
enrichment: CrowdStrike analyzes your 

environmental data, gathered via the 

Falcon platform, to highlight technical 

hygiene issues and inform reporting.


